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About ourselves



About ourselves



Although cars today are much safer than 20 years ago, thousands of people are killed every year in traffic accidents, and nearly five million are seriously injured. Significant challenges remain to enhance the protection of people in cars and as pedestrians. At Autoliv, our business mission is to “develop and manufacture systems worldwide for the mitigation of injuries to automobile occupants and pedestrians, and for the avoidance of traffic accidents”. In partnership with our customers we shall make today’s safe cars even safer tomorrow.



We have established such cooperation for new safety technologies with most of the major car manufacturers. It is based on the in-depth knowledge we gained by pioneering seatbelt technologies in the 1950s and ‘60s; airbag technologies in the 1970s and ‘80s, and side airbags in the 1990s. Through our continued commitment of investing in safety R&D (we shall invest over $200 million this year alone) it is not surprising that Autoliv has become the global market leader in automotive safety and the preferred safety specialist for car manufacturers around the world.



We have achieved a lot but not yet enough. It’s just as true as ever: your safety is our concern.



Lars Westerberg President and CEO



Safety – made by humans for humans



In the past few years, Autoliv has steadily expanded its market position. We shall continue to improve – both our products and our geographical situation. Customers demand better and better occupant protection systems: the expectations are growing all the time. And we shall fulfil them, minimizing the production costs while making no concessions to quality. The key to every successful company is well trained, motivated and dedicated employees. That is why education at all levels is one of our declared objectives.



Those who work for Autoliv know the responsibility they bear, and daily they face a great challenge. Each and every employee – with all their knowledge and skills and enthusiasm for the job. A job that demands more than just technical perfection; more than 100% quality; more than simply recognizing and solving problems. We produce not just equipment. Above all we produce safety – and help to save human lives.
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Achievement – experience for tomorrow



1956



• Production of the first 2-point static seatbelt



1967



• Introduction of retractor belts



1968



• Development of airbag inflators



1978



• Delivery of airbag prototypes for U.S. customer testing



1980



• Initiation of azide inflator manufacturing



1982



• Delivery of the first steel inflator for driver airbag



1983



• Introduction of height adjusters for shoulder belts



1984



• Introduction of aluminum inflators for driver airbags



1986



• Introduction of pyrotechnic seatbelt pretensioners and the first automatic webbing clamb



1988



• Start of driver airbag module production



1991



• Delivery of airbag systems • Volume manufacturing of inflators for passenger airbags



1992



• Introduction of the first non-azide inflator • Start of airbag electronics production • Start of passenger airbag module production



1994



• Introduction of the first side-impact airbag system for chest protection • Start of hybrid inflator production



1995



• Acquisition of steering wheel manufacturing • Introduction of seatbelts with load limiters



1996



• Entry into the seat subsystem market and development of seats with whiplash protection • Introduction of the world’s first inflatable knee bolster



1997



• Introduction of ITS, the first side airbag for head protection



1998



• Introduction of anti-whiplash seat systems for front occupants • Introduction of the Inflatable Curtain, a head protection system for side-impacts • Development of the Inflatable Carpet



1999



• Introduction of the first adaptive inflator • Development of anti-whiplash seat systems for rear occupants • Development of rollover protection systems



2000



• Introduction of a post-crash system (an automatic accident notification system) • Introduction of the 2-stage load limiter • Development Night Vision



2001



• Contribution to the first 5-star rating in the EuroNCAP-tests • Development of a pedestrian protection system



2002



• Introduction of the adaptive load limiter “smart belts” • Head restraint for 3rd row SUV



Your System Supplier – wherever you are



• over 80 production sites • 13 technology centres • 12 sales offices • present in nearly 30 countries • more than 30,000 employees around the world, including 2,900 engineers • quoted on the New York stock exchange (NYSE: ALV)



Headquarters Subsidiaries and Joint Ventures Technical centres



Responsibility for the environment – for sure



Lower weight means fewer raw materials, less energy, less pollution. Not only during production but also later, for the life of the vehicle. Since our buckle pretensioner was introduced in the 1980s, we have been able to reduce its weight by 50%. With an annual production of 10 million units, that means a saving of 5,000 tons of material alone. And that’s just one Autoliv product. Protecting resources and recyclability are important criteria within the Autoliv Product Development System (APDS) and therefore declared goals in the overall development chain. The goals of the EU guideline for the recycling of scrap cars apply to us, too. We actively incorporate them in our product development.



Most of the Autoliv companies have already been certified to ISO 14001. The remainder are currently preparing for certification to this international environmental standard. As a result of its commitment, Autoliv has a reputation in the automotive industry of being one of the most progressive system suppliers. In this field, too.



Our Research – for 0.03 seconds of life



The risk of road accidents remains high, but people’s expectations are increasing. The challenge to us increases in proportion. Our own trials and test procedures, together with years of experience, form the basis of our research and development activities. Autoliv has more development centres with their own test facilities than any other supplier of occupant protection systems. We own the title to over 3,000 patents, including several significant product innovations.



Our technology centres throughout the world are networked together. 13 centres in 9 countries. We are never far from the customers – wherever they are. Our cooperation with car manufacturers is as fundamental as our collaboration with independent scientists. Basic research is particularly important to us.
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Quality in production – to ensure your safety



Bad design causes bad quality – that is why the pursuit of a “zero defect” policy starts with the development of a new product. A thorough quality management system includes detailed guidelines for the production process. Continuous improvement is an ongoing concern. Certifications demonstrate our standard of quality.



System development – together we won 5 stars



Optimum protection of vehicle occupants is influenced by many parameters. The safety of the occupants in a crash is determined not only by the restraint system itself but also by components such as the seat, dashboard, or steering column. In fact, the overall vehicle structure is an important factor.



Autoliv sees itself as a competent development partner. Involved at an early stage in developing a new car we can contribute to the maximum possible safety of the finished vehicle.



Increasingly stringent legislation has made systems design more important than ever; for Autoliv it is a basic component of development. By means of direct communication with other suppliers, Autoliv relieves the load on the OEM, who bears overall responsibility for the project.
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SEATBELTS AIRBAGS I N FLATOR S ELECTRONICS SEAT SUBSYSTEMS



SEATBELTS AIRBAGS INFLATORS ELECTRONICS SEAT SUBSYSTEMS Front seatbelts • mechanical retractors • pyrotechnic pretensioners • load limiters (linear or multistage characteristic with degressive or adaptive function) • electrical contact to deactivate the pretensioner and the airbags if the seat is unoccupied • ALR system to lock child seats in position • optional comfort system to reduce the belt tension • double retractor system with two pretensioners • belts integrated in the seat back with sensor to adapt to the angle of rake • quick fix anchor plates • anchor plates with pretensioner Rear seatbelts • features as front belts • belts for folding rear seats, with sensor to disable some functions if the catch is not engaged



Buckles • buckles for front and rear seats, suitable for pretensioners • pyrotechnic buckle pretensioners • electrical sensors to warn when seatbelt is not worn or to disable the airbag • pyrotechnic anchor plate pretensioners with quick attachment Height adjusters • manual or electric • ARH retractor with automatic height adjustment



SEATBELTS FRONTBAGS I NFLATORS ELECTRONICS SEAT SU BSYSTEMS Driver airbags • airbag - one-piece-woven, or sewn - radial deployment (“gentle system”) - adaptive venting (dual volume) - integrated tear-lines or tethers • gas generator - pyrotechnical - one or two stages • ‘smart’ driver airbag with two-stage system that adapts to the severity of the accident Passenger airbags • airbag - one-piece-woven, or sewn - two- or three-dimensional - adaptive venting (dual volume) - integrated tear-seams • gas generator - pyrotechnical or hybrid - one or two stages



Steering wheels • 3- and 4-spoke wheels • steel, aluminum, or magnesium skeleton • foam-padded or leather-covered, with wood or aluminum inlays • multifunctional components such as radio controls • steering wheel with fixed hub Airbags in the footwell • knee airbag • Inflatable Carpet to protect the feet and lower legs • Pelvis Restraint Cushion



• Advanced passenger airbag, that



adapts to the severity of crash



1 phase



2 phase



3 phase



SEATBELTS SIDEBAGS I NFLATORS ELECTRONICS SEAT SUBSYSTEMS



Thorax side airbags Thorax/pelvis side airbags Head/thorax side airbags • integrated in seat or door • one-piece woven or sewn Gas generator • hybrid technology



Head protection systems (ITS, IC, rollover protection) • integrated in roof frame • to protect front and rear passengers Gas generator • hybrid technology



SEATBELTS AIRBAGS INFLATORS ELECTRONICS SEAT SUBSYSTEMS For front and side airbags • pyrotechnical, hybrid or nitrous • one or two independent triggering systems or stages • variable triggering • double combustion chamber • compressed or active gas For belt and pretensioner systems • pyrotechnic micro gas generators Electric initiators for gas generators



SEATBELTS AIRBAGS INFLATORS



GA



ELECTRONICS SEAT SUBSYSTEMS



Restraint control units and sensors • up to 20 outputs • to trigger all airbags and pyrotechnic pretensioners • adaptive triggering algorithm • optionally with integrated rollover sensing Pre-crash and post-crash systems • night vision system • automatic accident notification system • RECS - Radar Enhanced Crash Sensing



SEAT BELTS AIRBAGS INFLATORS ELECTRONICS SEAT SUBSYSTEMS



• Flexible seat structures • Front seat structures • Backframes with inte-



grated whiplash protection (recliners) • Whiplash protection headrests • Integrated child restraints • Light weight rear seat backframes



Interplay – clever components for sophisticated



Occupant protection systems are made up of many different components. The core competences contained in Autoliv systems are all our own work. Developed, tailored to the application, and produced in house with the same commitment to quality.



systems



AROSA (Advanced RollOver System by Autoliv) • sensors • electronics • algorithm • calibration • automatically activated rollover bar • side airbag system • seatbelt system



Only in this way can we be sure that the components are perfectly matched to one another and the overall system functions in an optimum way. This philosophy and dedication are what make our solutions so sound.



11°



OSS (Occupant Spatial Sensing) • position recognition using ultrasound • electronics • algorithms • calibration • adaptive front airbag system • adaptive belt system



Multifunction steering wheel with integrated airbag module • airbag module • steering wheel • steering wheel electronics with bus connection • multifunction switches • heated rim



Visions – ideas for the future



Visions are born of ideas; creativity gives rise to innovations. Protective systems such as side airbags and belt pretensioners, which nowadays are taken for granted, would never have come about if there had not been time and space for ideas. Autoliv employees have the creativity and the courage to put safety ideas into practice. We have developed innovative products – and shall continue to do so.



Three years ago, Autoliv embarked on research into protecting pedestrians. Long before it was a matter of public interest. We are now closer to the goal than other developers. Visions are born in the mind. They take shape. And they become reality.
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Declare the past diagnose the present foretell the future Hippocrates
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